
PRIME SUITE 
Fleet Solutions

Site Controllers

Simplifying Business Operation Workflows



We provide solutions that help you access 
real-time, accurate fuel data access anywhere, 
anytime; enabling you to monitor, manage and 
report instantly and efficiently. 
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The simplest way to boost 
revenues is to work efficiently
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Having to deal with the highest level of operational challenges and ensuring your 
fleet is back on the road as quickly as possible is not an easy task.  
Our Wi-Fi enabled, PRIME site controllers, are based on Gasboy's long-standing 
expertise in the Fleet & Fuel industry and designed to meet the uppermost demands 
of the Commercial and Industrial (C&I) market.
Gasboy's outdoor PRIME suite is specifically suited to withstand harsh environments 
and extreme temperatures and provide highly efficient, comprehensive, and secured 
automation for any site architecture. 
All site controllers utilize a variety of fuel authorization methods, providing operational 
flexibility, time savings, and business efficiency for both stationary and mobile fuel sites.

Taking Your Business 
to the Next Level
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The Islander PRIME is the best-in-class homebase controller 
with an all-in-one standalone pedestal, enabling forecourt 
automation and flexible fueling authorization options. 

With a built-in OrPAY1000 outdoor terminal and the EMV 
option, the Islander PRIME becomes a secure standalone 
payment terminal. The EMV hybrid card reader allows 
retailers to securely manage payment transactions with 
both magnetic and chip cards.

Islander PRIME is typically installed on the fueling island 
and supports up to 8 mechanical / 48 electronic hoses with 
several communication protocol options. 

A Full Suite of 
Superior Site 
Controllers

Islander PRIME  
Pedestal Controller
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An optimal and modular solution for complete 
site control and management, the Site PRIME is a 
cost-effective standalone site controller housed in 
a modern sealed and ruggedized box for outdoor 
and indoor installations.

Site PRIME supports up to 2 mechanical hoses 
/ 32 electronic hoses, offering flexible fueling 
authorization capabilities through the built-in 
OrPAY1000 terminal.

Site PRIME  
Stationary Site Controller
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The built-in controller is the perfect choice for 
customers who wish to establish an automated 
homebase site. Our Atlas dispensers with the 
integrated PRIME controller and OrPAY1000 
installed inside the pump, enables various 
authorization methods, including contactless 
cards & tags, and proprietary magnetic cards. 

It also includes a built-in Wireless Gateway 
Terminal (WGT) when integrated with Gasboy's 
FuelPoint® PLUS fueling solution. 

 

Integrated PRIME 
Dispenser Built-In Controller
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Truck PRIME is a mobile fleet fueling controller, 
specifically designed for installation on fuel tanker 
trucks. Housed in a modern ruggedized box, it 
features cushioning shock absorbers that dampen 
vibrations in severe driving environments. The 
unit controls, monitors, and stores on the spot 
refueling data. The available options include 
OrPAY1000 for fueling authorization.

Truck PRIME 
Tanker Truck Controller 



Commercial Fuel & Fleet Management

About Gasboy
Gasboy is the leading brand of equipment and and turnkey solutions for fleet operators. Gasboy 
fleet management systems include the industry's most comprehensive selection of commercial 
electronic and mechanical fuel dispensers, site controllers, fleet management software, island card 
readers and cardlock systems, and wireless vehicle identification systems. Solutions provide 24-hour 
unattended fueling capabilities to fleets and retail marketers. 

Gasboy provides innovative, efficient, cost-effective solutions to meet your needs for fueling, 
controlling, and managing your fleet.

www.gasboy.com


